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Abstract. The manufacturing industry has to exploit trends like “Industrie 4.0”
and digitization not only to design production more efficiently, but also to create
and develop new and innovative business models [1, p. 2]. New business models
ensure that even SMEs are able to open up new markets and canvass new customers [2, p. 82ff.]. This means that in order to stay competitive, SMEs must
transform their existing business models [3, p. 2ff.]. The creation of new business
models require smart products [4, p. 1, 5, p. 235, 6, p. 13, 7, p. 2, 8, p. 322, 9, p.
7]. The required data base for new business models cannot be provided by SMEs
alone, whereas smart products are able to provide a foundation, given the creation
of smart data and smart services they enable [5, p. 235]. These services then expand functions and functionality of smart products and define new business models [10, 6f.]. However, the development of smart products by small and mediumsized enterprises is still lined with obstacles [11, p. 640]. Regarding the product
development process the inclusion of smart products means that new and SMEunknown domains diffuse during the process [12, p. 2]. Although there are many
models regarding this process there appears to be a substantial lack of taking into
account the competencies enabled by the implementation of digital technologies.
Hence, several SME-supporting approaches fail to address the two major challenges these enterprises are faced with [13, p. 8]. This paper generally describes
valid objectives containing relevant stakeholders and their allocation to the
phases of the product life cycle. Within each objective the potential benefit for
customers and producers is analyzed. The model given in this paper helps SMEs
in defining the initiation of a product development project more precisely and
hence also eases project scoping and targeting for the smartification of an already
existing product.
Keywords: Smart product development, smartification
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Introduction

Since the industrial revolution product development processes have constantly been
making progress. While early products of mechanical engineering comprised basically
on mechanical, physical parts, today’s products are far more digital. With the VDI 2221
and the basic works of PAHL U. BEITZ 1977 a generic problem-solving approach was
disseminated to support challenges of mechanical engineers in any type of form. The
product development process was dominated by one single domain, the mechanics.

Hereinafter new domains diffused in the development process to face disruptions during automation and other aspects [14, p. 24f., 15], for example the diffusion of informatics and electronics in mechanics created the field of mechatronics. This evolution
of including more and more unknown requirements lead to several new product development process models: V-Model
Yesterday
Today
Tomorrow
[15], Simultaneous Engineering
[16], Mechatronics design model
[17], Three-cycle Model [18],
Model-based systems engineering
[19], W-Model [20], Multi-Domain Matrix (MDM) [21] and
more. All these models try to unite
Digital
Mechanics
Electronics
Informatics
Mechatronics
Technologies
all named domains to reduce time
and costs of development, while Figure 1: Domain diffuse in the product development
new, relevant aspects driven by trends like digitization and “Industrie 4.0” aren’t faced
properly. These trends carry new requirements like product intelligence, connectivity
and smarter product services [10, p. 6f., 12, p. 2].
The question for SMEs at this point in time has to be which kind of influence this
evolution has on existing products. Even today, customers gravitate towards the product
that has the highest scope of performance in comparison with other products of similar
or identical price [12, p. 2f.]. As mentioned before, existing products must change in
order to serve customer needs in the future and stay competitive, which means that
SMEs have to transform their prodSmart Services
Need
Form
uct-centered business models into
new user-centered business models
Enable
[10, p. 8f.]. Therefore, SMEs must
develop smart products which act as
New business
models
the needed data collector for the creEnable
Enable
ation of new business models [10, p.
Smart Data
Smart Products
6f.]. Because smart products can
collect, analyze and processes data,
Generates
they are the basis for smart data [10, Figure 2: Influence of smart products on new business
models
p. 6ff.], which in turn is the basis for
smart service, which ultimately enhances smart products [5, p. 235ff.]. Thus, smart
products enable new business models [4, p. 1, 5, p. 235, 6, p. 18, 8, p. 322, 9, p. 7].
As already stated, certain developments in creating business models and the need for
smart products bring two enormous challenges along.
The first challenge describes the development task we can define as “smartification”.
Many of the aforementioned development models fail to provide transformability from
product to smart product. The second and most significant challenge for SMEs are ambiguous requirements due to missing target-oriented deriving methodologies.
This paper takes the first step towards dealing with these challenges by defining the
term smart product properly and generally describing valid targets containing relevant
stakeholders and an allocation to the phase in a product’s life cycle. Taking into account

a proper definition and valid targets for smart product, SMEs are able to plan a smartification project more precisely.
In the following chapter a definition of smart products is attempted in order to provide a general understanding of this type of product. Taking into account the frequency
and the described content of the definitions, a universal definition is derived. Based on
experiences of the German research project “Mittelstand 4.0-Kompetenzzenztrum
Dortmund” and a literary research, generally valid targets for smart products will be
presented while describing the potential benefits for SMEs and their customers.
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Definition: Smart Products in the manufacturing industry

In this chapter a definition of smart products is presented. The literary analysis has
shown that there exists a great amount of varying definitions of smart products. First it
is shown why “smart” is the right description for those products, which are able to offer
more than just a single defined function. Second it is shown what “smart products”
actually means and what such a product has to be capable of.

[22]

[36]

X
X
X
X

[3], [41], [42]
[43], [44], [1]

X
X

[45]
[45], [46–49], [50]

Digital Product

Product Service
system

Digitized
Product

Digitalized
Product

X

[37], [38]
[39], [40]

Cyber-physical
System

Cyber-physical
Product

Intelligent technical system

X

[23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28],
[29], [30]
[5], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35]

Intelligent
Product

Source / Designation

Smart, connected Product
Smart Product

Table 1 Different designations of “smart” products

X
X

Following the definition of Porter and Heppelmann, smart products have physical,
smart and connected components. “The result is a virtuous cycle of value improvement.” [22, p. 5]. Abramovici describes smart products as cyber-physical products
which are capable of condition monitoring and communication with several IT-System
and are extended by product-related services [40, p. 2]. Taking Schuh’s definition, we
can state that smart products are based on digitized products like cyber-physical products and are extended with intelligent components [1, p. 22]. The table shows that there
are many different interpretations of “smart” products. Combining these interpretations

with the author’s definitions we can conclude
Mechatronize
Digitize
Smartifize
that the designation
“smart” is a synonym
Discrete increase of scope of performance and intelligence
for intelligent or smart,
Mechatronic
Cyber-Physical /
connected.
The Mechanic Product
Smart Product
Product
Digitized Product
designations
“cyberFigure 3: Definition of smart products
physical”, “digitalized”
and “digitized” are descriptions for “digitized” products. Digitized products are one of
the primary stages of smart products [1, 22, 40]. Based on the definitions and designations of Schuh, Porter and Heppelmann and Abramovici, we can define smart products:
smart products are based on digitized (or cyber-physical) products, they consist of physical, intelligent and connected components and are capable of a digital upgrading
through internet-based services.
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Goal-oriented development of smart products

This chapter presents several targets of smart products. In order to structure the targets we will use a matrix which shows, in horizontal direction, the life cycle phases of
a product, segmented into “development”, “production”, “usage”, and “recycling” [51,
52, p. 41, 53, p. 2]. The phase “development” contains all relevant steps in the product
development process, starting with product planning via requirements management
through to construction and testing [53, p. 2]. The phase “production” includes all relevant steps of production and delivery. The phase “usage” contains all interaction between customer and producer in usage, from general usage of the customer via maintenance support through to after-sales support. The phase “recycling” describes all relevant steps from disposal to decomposition of the product. In addition, the matrix’s vertical direction shows the strategic success factors, which includes: productivity, costs,
time, quality, flexibility [54, p. 397ff.]. By analyzing the experiences of the research
project “Mittelstand 4.0-Kompetenzzentrum Dortmund” and the literary research, relevant targets are assigned to product life cycle phases and to strategic success factors.
The relevance of each target was validated within the interviews with project partners
in the research project. The target description follows a consistent structure: each target
contains its name, (1) usage potential for producers, (2) usage potential for customers
and the according life cycle phase.
Following the literary analysis, we can conclude that new business models enabled
by the usage of smart products are very important. When using smart products the first
target is to support the transformation from a product-centered towards a user-centered
business model [3, p. 142, 55, p. 32f., 56, p. 9, 57, p. 1359, 58, p. 25ff.]. Pursuing this
goal means that a company is able to increase its productivity, for example a company
offers the smart product as a service in the future, which means that customers pay for
a service in a different manner than before. Thus, the company achieves a constant cash
flow. The new business model requires a smart product which allows the offering of

products as a service. Therefore, pursuing the target “Enable new business models”
addresses a development task in correspondence with the product’s life cycle phase.
1. Realize constant cash flow by offering product functions as a service
2. Only used product functions and frequency of usage is factored in
The second target describes the way field data is used to analyze the product usage
and how this can be used to optimize product adjustments [56, p. 9, 59, p. 244, 60, p.
145, 61, p. 101], which enables a constant improvement of the product even while it is
used by the customer in the field. This is realized by analyzing condition data. If the
producer adjusts the product parameters based on the analysis, the user will be able to
observe a performance increase. The productivity of the product and by this, the
productivity of producer and customer is increased. Taking into account that this target
“Increase product performance” requires for the product to be in the field we can
state that it has to be assigned to the life cycle phase “usage”.
1. Increase product value and effectiveness; Increase customer satisfaction
2. Creates more individualized products which fit customer requirements better; Higher product availability
The third target “Increase product efficiency” describes how field data is used to
increase the efficiency of products which leads to e.g. less downtimes [59, p. 244, 62,
p. 14]. Similar to target two, this target is assigned to the phase “usage”, as the product
is used by customers in the field, too. The difference is that this target addresses relevant
quality aspects of the product. Possible product adjustments lead to less downtimes and
thus a more efficient product. Like target 2 an immediate added value for customers is
achieved.
1. Increase product value and effectiveness; Increase customer satisfaction
2. Product is tailored to customer requirements; Less malfunctions reduces
process costs
The fourth target “Optimize product development” describes how field data is
used to support the product development process [1, p. 22, 4, 60, p. 145, 63, p. 325].
Real customer data, which describes how customers use a product is fundamental in
order to develop products fitting customers more individually than before. Getting field
data of a product means being able to learn about customer behavior and built up customer knowledge. This knowledge enables the creation of individualized products with
lower costs.
1. Enable a learning product development; Customer experience (Customer
knowledge)
2. Creates more individualized products which fit customer requirements better; Individualized customer product functions
The fifth target “Increase flexibility” describes the way smart products dissolve inflexible production systems [27, p. 6, 35, p. 11, 54, p. 401, 61, p. 101]. Flexibility in
production systems allows producing a broader product range in less time with less
costs.
1. Enhance competitiveness; Increase customer satisfaction
2. More flexibility in production systems due to a smart product
The sixth target “Increase product's range of function” describes how updates enable new product functions even while the product is in the field [1, p. 22, 46, 50, p. 1,

56, p. 9, 62, p. 13, 64]. In the past, a product’s functions were limited even after the
product left its producer. Smart products are able to offer more functions even when
they are already in the field. Based on field data, producers are allowed to release new
functions which increase the productivity of a product. Assigning this target to a product’s life cycle phase, a division has to be made. One the one hand, this means that new
product functions are assigned to the life cycle phase “development” for producers, for
costumers on the other hand the product is assigned to the phase “usage”.
1. Increase customer satisfaction; Offer customers individual functions which
extend the product life cycle
2. New functions allow for the product to be used in different ways than before
The seventh target “Optimize after sales” describes how field data is used to predict
product downtimes and failing components [65, p. 32]. Companies are able to plan the
production of components for after-sale activities more precisely, as information about
failing components predicts component lifetimes. For customers, this means that downtimes of the used product e.g. a machine tool can be prevented.
1. Production of failing components can be planned earlier, which leads to
lower costs
2. Downtimes are prevented, costs regarding process interruptions are reduced
The eighth target “Optimize internal service processes” describes how field data
is used to monitor the product and predict downtimes [56, p. 9]. By preemptively realizing a product failure will occur, producers are able to calculate resources for maintenance activities more precisely. Internal service processes are optimized by analyzing
and incorporating field data of products. For customers, this means that downtimes of
the used product e.g. a machinery tool, can be prevented.
1. Early knowledge of product failure leads to better planning of maintenance
measure-ments and resources
2. Downtimes are prevented, costs regarding process interruptions are reduced
The ninth target “Service flexibility” describes how field data is used to create entirely new product-related services [57, p. 1359, 61, p. 101, 65, p. 31]. With smart products companies are able to learn more about customer behaviors, which must be analyzed during the development process to identify new customer demands. Based on
these demands a company is able to develop and create entirely new services which
address each customer individually.
1. Service portfolio can be developed more precisely due to knowledge of
customer demands
2. More individual services are provided
The tenth target “Efficient recycling” describes how information about a product’s
base materials and new components, which were added during maintenance measures,
is saved to support the recycling process [9, p. 6].
1. Transparency of all product ingredients even after delivery
2. Tracking of spare part changes in the product is not necessary anymore

Besides interviews with SME two use cases are taken into account. First a smartification of an evacuation chair which is used in safety concepts in official buildings.
Second a smartification of punching machine which is used in clothing industry. Scope
of both projects was to realize the target “Optimize internal service processes” by
monitoring the conditions of both products.
Regarding the assignment of each target to the phases of the product life cycle and
the critical success factors we can observe that
they can be divided into two groups. The first
shows which targets have in common that they
are using field data to create customer experience. The usage of field data influences cost and
time aspects in the development and production
of a product. Constantly learning about customer’s means that products or services can be Figure 4: Smartification of an evacuacreated which are tailored to customer requiretion chair
ments more efficiently than before. Unsuccessful
product developments are minimized. Reducing costs through better planning of internal resources as well as saving time are key factors for SME’s success. Building a
broader understanding of customer needs, new business models can be developed and
employed. Creating a product service system which covers all needs of the customer
increases productivity. The second group of targets addresses an immediate increase of
product value. New functions, which are updated while the product is in the field as
well as new services which support the customer more individually are bound to lead
to a higher customer satisfaction, higher flexibility and productivity.
Employing one or more of these targets while developing smart products, SMEs develop more goal-oriented and efficiently than before.

Critical Success Factor

Phases of product life cycle

Development

Production

Cost

4

7

Time

9

8

Usage

10
Learning from field data
leads to customer
experience

Quality

Productivity

Immediate added value
for the customer

3
Profound customer
knowledge enables new
business models

Flexibility

1

Figure 5: Assigning targets for smart products

Recycling

5

2

6

Legend
Target
Assignment
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Conclusion and further research

This paper presented both a definition of smart products as well as several targets
for smart products, as well as a number of reasons why SMEs should incorporate and
develop them. Based on experiences of the German research project “Mittelstand 4.0Kompetenzzentrum Dortmund” and a literary research the targets are validated. Since
SMEs are able to integrate these targets into their development processes it is important
to expand this approach. A goal-oriented product development can be achieved when
the targets are used to derive the relevant requirements for smart products.
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